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Introductory Message 

For the facilitator: 

Welcome to the 21ST Century Literature  Self-Learning Module (SLM) Applying 

Multimedia and ICT in Producing Creative Literary Representation. 
This module was collaboratively designed, developed and reviewed by educators both 

from public and private institutions to assist you, the teacher or facilitator in helping 

the learners meet the standards set by the K to 12 Curriculum while overcoming 

their personal, social, and economic constraints in schooling.  

This learning resource hopes to engage the learners into guided and independent 

learning activities at their own pace and time. Furthermore, this also aims to help 

learners acquire the needed 21st century skills while taking into consideration their 

needs and circumstances. 

In addition to the material in the main text, you will also see this box in the body of 

the module: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a facilitator you are expected to orient the learners on how to use this module. 

You also need to keep track of the learners' progress while allowing them to manage 

their own learning. Furthermore, you are expected to encourage and assist the 

learners as they do the tasks included in the module.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes to the Teacher 

This contains helpful tips or strategies that 

will help you in guiding the learners. 
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For the learner: 

Welcome to the 21ST Century Literature  Self-Learning Module (SLM) Applying 

Multimedia and ICT in Producing Creative Literary Representation 

The hand is one of the most symbolized part of the human body. It is often used to 

depict skill, action and purpose. Through our hands we may learn, create and 

accomplish. Hence, the hand in this learning resource signifies that you as a learner 

is capable and empowered to successfully achieve the relevant competencies and 

skills at your own pace and time. Your academic success lies in your own hands! 

This module was designed to provide you with fun and meaningful opportunities for 

guided and independent learning at your own pace and time. You will be enabled to 

process the contents of the learning resource while being an active learner. 

This module has the following parts and corresponding icons: 

 
What I Need to Know  

 

This will give you an idea of the skills or 

competencies you are expected to learn in the 

module.  

 
What I Know  

 

This part includes an activity that aims to 

check what you already know about the 

lesson to take. If you get all the answers 

correct (100%), you may decide to skip this 

module.  

 
What’s In 

 

This is a brief drill or review to help you link 

the current lesson with the previous one. 

 
What’s New 

 

In this portion, the new lesson will be 

introduced to you in various ways such as a 

story, a song, a poem, a problem opener, an 

activity or a situation. 

 
What is It 

 

This section provides a brief discussion of the 

lesson. This aims to help you discover and 

understand new concepts and skills. 

 
What’s More 

 

This comprises activities for independent 

practice to solidify your understanding and 

skills of the topic. You may check the 

answers to the exercises using the Answer 

Key at the end of the module. 

 
What I Have Learned 

 

This includes questions or blank 

sentence/paragraph to be filled in to process 

what you learned from the lesson. 

 
What I Can Do 

 

This section provides an activity which will 

help you transfer your new knowledge or skill 

into real life situations or concerns. 
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Assessment 

 

This is a task which aims to evaluate your 

level of mastery in achieving the learning 

competency.  

 
Additional Activities 

 

In this portion, another activity will be given 

to you to enrich your knowledge or skill of the 

lesson learned. This also tends retention of 

learned concepts. 

 
Answer Key 

 

This contains answers to all activities in the 

module. 

 

At the end of this module you will also find: 

 

The following are some reminders in using this module: 

1. Use the module with care. Do not put unnecessary mark/s on any part of the 

module. Use a separate sheet of paper in answering the exercises. 

2. Don’t forget to answer What I Know before moving on to the other activities 

included in the module. 

3. Read the instruction carefully before doing each task. 

4. Observe honesty and integrity in doing the tasks and checking your answers.  

5. Finish the task at hand before proceeding to the next. 

6. Return this module to your teacher/facilitator once you are through with it. 

If you encounter any difficulty in answering the tasks in this module, do not 

hesitate to consult your teacher or facilitator. Always bear in mind that you are 

not alone. 

We hope that through this material, you will experience meaningful learning and 

gain deep understanding of the relevant competencies. You can do it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

References This is a list of all sources used in developing 

this module. 
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What I Need to Know 

 This module was designed and written with you in mind. It is here to help you 

master applying multimedia and ICT in producing creative literary representation. 

The scope of this module permits it to be used in many different learning situations. 

The language used recognizes the diverse vocabulary level of students. The lessons 

are arranged to follow the standard sequence of the course. But the order in which 

you read them can be changed to correspond with the textbook you are now using. 

 For the past modules, you have acquired new learning. Those lessons have let 

you prepare for this module. Now are you ready to learn new things? Let’s get it on! 

 Literature has gone through changes. The style of writing, the structure, and 

the genre has changed because of the transitions of time and significant events in 

each period in which you have already learned from the previous lessons.    

 Before, we only appreciate a written work when it is published in our 

textbooks. But today, there are a lot of means we can appreciate it. We can find 

literature through social media, YouTube, literature websites and etc. We can 

appreciate it more when we ourselves can navigate multimedia platforms. In this 

module, we will do it so you will love literature more.  

 

In this module, you will be able to: 

• Produce creative representation of a literary text by applying multimedia and 

ICT skills  

 

After going through this module, you are expected to: 

1. Select an appropriate multimedia in presenting a literary text creatively. 

 

 

            2. Apply ICT/multimedia skills to create a literary representation.  

              

             3. Make a creative representation of the poem by applying multimedia  

       skills. 
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What I Know 

Before you proceed with the new lesson, let us first test your prior knowledge.  
 

Direction: Encircle the letter of the correct answer.  

 

1. It is a broad term for combining multiple media formats. 
   a. ICT  b. slide c. internet d. multimedia  

 
2. This is a best example of multimedia. 

    a. slides  b. images c. audio d. video presentation  
 

3. This is the skill exhibited in making presentations in representing a text. 
   a. ICT skill b. literary skill c. multimedia skill d. video making skill 

 

4. Multimedia skill in literary representation can be exhibited through the following 
EXCEPT 

     
  a. making presentations 

   b. navigating video applications 
   c. using different animations and transitions 

   d. watching video clips about a text and answer guide questions   

    
5. The following guidelines can be considered in making presentations EXCEPT 

    a. including images 
    b. reading the whole literary piece 

    c. making an outline about the topic you are to share.  
    d. including a video clip of yourself or voice over that tells something about the 

presentation 

6. It is the skill of participating and communicating collaborative networks via 

internet.  

   a. ICT skill   b. literary skill c. multimedia skill d. video making skill 

7. ICT skill is very evident when a student can 

   a. upload videos on social media 

   b. type words in MS word using keyboard   

   c. copy and paste words from a website and save it 
   d. record audio clips and video clips and save it as document 

 
Directions:  Write Agree if the statement is correct and write Disagree if it is wrong. 

_________8. Technology has influenced the evolution of literature and people’s way of 

expression. 

_________9.  The 21st century literary genre didn’t make a big impact in our society. 

_________10.  The 21st century literature includes graphics, and animations. 

_________11.  Creativity is not necessary in making literary representations. 

_________12. Literary representation can be an expression of one’s self. 
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Lesson 

1 
Applying Multimedia and 

ICT in Producing Creative 
Literary Representation 

  

Technology evolved so as with our literature. The Philippine literature has 

undergone literary innovations and fueled more writers to be discovered.  The 
internet became an avenue of personal expression, an avenue of making crafted 

stories and poems, and making literary representations of existing literatures.  

 The evolution of literary expression has made it easier for Filipinos to share 

masterpieces nowadays. To the 21st Century learners like you, you are taught to use 

the internet for knowledge advancement. You are also taught to navigate multimedia 

to produce creative outputs.  

In this lesson, you will read and appreciate a poem written by a national artist 

for literature and you will make a creative representation of it applying your 

multimedia skills.  

 

What’s In 

Hello there! From the previous lesson, you have learned about the biological, 

sociocultural and linguistic contexts in literature. Now to recall the concepts you 

have learned, fill out the table below with the concepts you have learned for each 

term. 

BIOLOGICAL CONTEXT LINGUISTIC CONTEXT SOCIOCULTURAL 

CONTEXT 
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What’s New 

To begin your journey in this module, take a look at the illustration below. What 

can you see? Yes, that is an ant carrying its food. Now, think of what distinct 

characteristics does an ant possess. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 1. WHAT’S MY CHARACTER? 

 Based from the illustration, describe the ant by filling this Character Trait 

Web. Each web must be filled in with an evident character of ant and give a short 

explanation why you have cited that trait.  
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 What a great start! You are done with your character trait web. Indeed an 

ant is very industrious. They work hard to store food every day. They don’t wait for 

the storm to come. Do you know that ants are very helpful especially to their kind? 

Yes, they are. They help one another when one is having a hard time carrying its own 

food. We can really learn from ants’ traits and may also become as hard working as 

them. 

 

 Activity 2. CREATE AND PRESENT 

  Based on your answers in Activity 1, make a simple PowerPoint 

presentation of your answers illustrating the characteristics you mentioned in each 

boxes. You can include pictures, or videos. Make sure to acknowledge sources. 

Upload your presentation on our class Facebook group. 

 

 

What is It 

 

  Literature has gone through evolution. As learners of the 21st Century 

Literature, you must be oriented on what multimedia is and must possess ICT skills. 

If you are beginner, do not worry. The activities prepared here will help you develop 

the said skill. 

 Multimedia is a broad term for combining multiple media formats. Whenever 

text, audio, still images, animation, video and interactivity are combined together, 

the result is multimedia.  Slides, for example, are multimedia as they combine text 

and images, and sometimes video and other types. . 

 The PowerPoint presentation you did in Activity 2 is already a form of 

multimedia. Probably you felt good after doing the presentation. How much more if 

you can make videos with creative animations and video transitions? You surely feel 

better. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://sleguidance.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SETG/pages/105435383/Types+of+Educational+Multimedia+Resources#:~:text=Multimedia%20is%20a%20broad%20term,sometimes%20video%20and%20other%20types.
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 Today many of you are already video creators. In fact many are becoming 

‘vloggers’. In making this, you exhibit multimedia skill since you know how to explore 

and create presentation using any media form. Your smartphone can help you to do 

the job easier using downloaded applications on video editing and making. In just a 

click, you can make one and upload it in social media.  

 Now, the skill of uploading videos in social media is already an ICT Skill. ICT 

skill is simply exhibiting communication technologies, communicating and 

participating in collaborative networks via internet. 21st century learners like you 

practice this skill as you probably tried sending your requirements to your teachers 

by uploading videos, chatting thru facebook messenger, and other online platforms. 

 Relating it to the 21st Century Literature, you will be using multimedia and 

exercise your ICT skills in making literary representation of a particular text. You 

will be given choices later as how you are going to do it.  

  

Now, let us read the poem entitled “Be Beautiful, Noble Like the Antique Ant.” Before 

that, let us come to know more about the writer of this poem. 

      

Jose Garcia Villa (National Capital Region, 1906-1997) was 

a Filipino poet, literary critic, short story writer and painter. 

He was awarded with a National Artist of the Philippines title 

for literature in 1973 as well as the Guggenheim Fellowship in 

Creative Writing by Conrad Aiken. He is known to have 

introduced “reversed consonance rhyme scheme” in writing 

poetry as well as extensive use of punctuation marks especially 

commas, which made him known as the Comma Poet. He used 

the pen name Doveglion based on the characters he derived 

from himself.  

Activity 3. UNLOCKING OF UNFAMILIAR WORDS  

 Oops! Let us first learn some unfamiliar words you will get by from the poem 

later.  
Directions: Read the sentences and unlock the meaning of the highlighted words. 

Encircle the letter your answer.  
1. He exhibits noble character. He is indeed a good role model for the youth.  

 a. ignoble b. honorable  c. bravery d. unique 
 

2.  Be like the ant who bore the storms and the sun. 

 a. made b. bring c. endure d. watch 
 

3. His descendants will be the next leader of this generation. ‘ 
 a. followers b. successor  c. classmates d. neighbor 

 
4. Being cautious this time of pandemic is very essential.  

  a. important  b. optional c. less  d. timely 
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5. The ant has its great fierceness that he could endure everything.  
 a. quality of being kind  

 b. quality of being weak  
 c. quality of being strong  

 d. quality of being violent 

   

"Be Beautiful, Noble, Like the Antique Ant" 

By: Jose Garcia Villa 

Be beautiful, noble, like the antique ant, 

Who bore the storms as he bore the sun, 

Wearing neither gown nor helmet, 

though he was archbishop and soldier: 

Wore only his own flesh. 

 

Salute characters with gracious dignity: 

Though what these are is left to 

Your own terms. Exact: the universe is 

Not so small but these will be found 

Somewhere. Exact: they will be found 

 

Speak with great moderation: but think 

With great fierceness, burning passion: 

Though what the ant thought 

No annals reveal, nor his descendants 

Break the seal. 

 

Trace the tracelessness of the ant, 

Every ant has reached this perfection. 

As he comes, so he goes, 

Flowing as water flows, 

Essential but secret like a rose. 

 

 
 

 

Source: 21st Century Literature from the Philippines and the World 
(Second Edition)by  Ernesto Thaddeus M. Solmerano, Miel Kristian B. 
Ondevilla, Marjueve M. Palencia, Violeta L. Jerusalem & Jesus Q. 
Cruz p 93 
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Poem Synopsis: 

 The poem highlighted the character of an Antique Ant. Garcia used the ant’s 

character as a perfect example for one to acquire and exhibit with. He believed that 

for a person to be beautiful and noble, he or she must be like the ant who can endure 

the heat of the sun and storms despite having no gears for protecting its body. This 

implies that we human should be strong to survive whatever life offers. Villa also 

made a good comparison between ant and human characteristics that no matter how 

small creature they are, they can still manage to help each other. The author also 

pointed out that ant has a perfect way of life in their own way, more so with people 

who have the ability to overcome trials and adopt resiliency. If the ants can survive 

in any form of difficulties, we also can.  

Source: http://renzcarlobatilo.blogspot.com/2012/10/be-beautiful-noble-like-antique-ant_12.html 

 

 

What’s More 

As mentioned earlier, you will make use of multimedia in making presentations and 

exhibit your ICT skill by uploading your output.  

 Directions: Select appropriate multimedia like Kinemaster, Power Director, 

Movie Maker and other video-maker application and do the task. You will create a 

video presentation  featuring three (3) noble persons you know. Explain why you 

consider these people noble by adding captions. (Remember Villa’s poem about the 

antique ant explaining its characteristic.)  

 

Please be guided with these guidelines in making your presentation: 

1. Make an outline about the topic you are to share. Since you are to share about the 

noble persons you know, mention unique characteristics that make them great. 

2. Your presentation may begin with a short clip of introducing yourself. 

3. After the short clip, you may then include images of these people with your voice 

over introducing them and explaining how noble they are.  

4. You may also include unique video transitions, music background and other relevant 

information that will make your presentation creative. 

5. The output shall be posted in our class facebook group. 

 

 

http://renzcarlobatilo.blogspot.com/2012/10/be-beautiful-noble-like-antique-ant_12.html
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What I Have Learned 

That was amazing! You have just explored your multimedia and ICT skill from 

the last activity you did. Now let us see how the activities helped you as you answer 

the question below.  

1. How can applying ICT/multimedia skills help in creating a creative 
literary representation? 

 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Why is acquiring ICT/multimedia skill important to a 21st Century 
Literature student like you? 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

              

What I Can Do 

 

You are doing great! To further discover your multimedia skills and unleash your 

creativity, do the activity below. 

Instruction: You are to make a representation of the poem “Be Beautiful Noble Like 

the Antique Ant.” Make it creative by using effects, background music and 

transitions. You have to do one of the following tasks below first, record it and then 

create a multimedia presentation. Upload your output to the class FB group. 

1. Declaim (Declamation) 

2. Sing the poem (you can put melody to the poem) 
3. Interpret the poem through actions (like an interpretative dance) 

4. Interpret the poem through a poster and say something about it 
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You will be rated based on the rubric below:  

 

 

Assessment 

Direction:  Encircle the letter of the correct answer.  
 

1. It is a broad term for combining multiple media formats. 

   a. ICT  b. slide c. internet d. multimedia  
 

2. This is a best example of multimedia. 
    a. slides  b. images c. audio d. video presentation  

 
3. This is the skill exhibited in making presentations in representing a text. 

   a. ICT skill b. literary skill c. multimedia skill d. video making skill 

 

4. It is the skill of participating and communicating collaborative networks via 

internet.  

   a. ICT skill   b. literary skill c. multimedia skill d. video making skill 

5. Multimedia skill in literary representation can be exhibited through the following 
EXCEPT 

     
  a. making presentations 

   b. navigating video applications 

   c. using different animations and transitions 
   d. watching video clips about a text and answer guide questions   

    
 

 

Criteria 10 8 6 4 Score 

Creativity  Creativity is 

strongly evident 
with the use of 

media effects.  

Creativity is 

moderately 
evident with 

the use of 

media effects. 

Creativity is 

slightly evident 
with the use of 

media effects. 

Creativity is 

not so evident 
with a 

minimal 

media effect. 

 

Delivery Delivers with 

strong 
confidence as 

seen in the 

video. 

Delivers with 
confidence as 
seen in the 

video.  

Delivers with 
minimal 
confidence as 

seen in the 

video. 

Delivers 

without 
confidence as 

seen in the 

video. 

 

Timeliness 

 

Output 

submitted on or 
before the 
deadline.  

Output 

submitted a 
day or two 
days after the 

deadline. 

Output 

submitted three 
or five days 
after the 

deadline. 
 

Output 

submitted 
seven days 
after the 

deadline.  

 

Total  
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6. The following guidelines can be considered in making presentations EXCEPT 
    a. including images 

    b. reading the whole literary piece 
    c. making an outline about the topic you are to share.  

    d. including a video clip of yourself or voice over that tells something about the 
presentation 

7. ICT skill is very evident when a student can 

   a. upload videos on social media 

   b. type words in MS word using keyboard   
   c. copy and paste words from a website and save it 

   d. record audio clips and video clips and save it as document 
 

Directions:  Write Agree if the statement is correct and write Disagree if it is wrong.  

_________8. Technology has influenced the evolution of literature and people’s way of 

expression. 

_________9.  The 21st century literary genre didn’t make a big impact in our society. 

_________10.  The 21st century literature uses graphics, and animations. 

_________11.  Creativity is not necessary in making literary representations. 

_________12. Literary representation can be an expression of one’s self. 

 

 

 

Additional Activities 

Congratulations! You have successfully made a literary representation about the 

poem! For your extra task, choose your favorite poem or story and make a 

representation of it. Be more creative this time as you explore other multimedia 

functions. Upload your output in the class FB group chat. 

 To expand your creativity, you may access these topics about video 

presentation and slideshows online. 

 1. How to Make Video Presentation on Kinemaster Easy Steps to Follow  

 2. Power Director- How to create a slideshow Video 
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Answer Key 

  

 

  

What is it? (Activity 

3)  

1. B 

2. C 

3. B 

4. B 

5. A 

What I Know 

1.D. 
2.D. 

3.C 
4.C 

5.B 
6.A 

7.A 
8.AGREE 

9.DISAGREE 

10.AGREE 
11.DISAGREE 

12.AGREE 
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DISCLAIMER 

This Self-learning Module (SLM) was developed by DepEd SOCCSKSARGEN 

with the primary objective of preparing for and addressing the new normal. 

Contents of this module were based on DepEd’s Most Essential Learning 

Competencies (MELC). This is a supplementary material to be used by all 

learners of Region XII in all public schools beginning SY 2020-2021. The 

process of LR development was observed in the production of this module. 

This is version 1.0. We highly encourage feedback, comments, and 

recommendations.  
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